Integrity New Homes Welcomes Jason Hodges as Corporate Ambassador

Jason Hodges, TV presenter and tradesman, is the latest addition to the Integrity New Homes family, joining the team as a corporate ambassador.

As the owner of Green Art Gardens and an experienced tradesman with over 26 years of experience, Jason is the ideal representative of Integrity,
sharing the company’s values of innovation, quality and sustainability.

“I am so pleased to be joining the Integrity team. They offer the complete package, offering residents all over Australia the chance to create their
dream home,” said Jason of the partnership.

Jason undertakes all types of landscaping, overseeing the entire process from concept and design to construction and maintenance in both
residential and commercial properties. His work has been recognised with a plethora of awards, including five gold medals at the Melbourne
International Flower and Garden Show and a silver medal at the prestigious International Chelsea Flower show in London.

Mark Redding, owner and operator of Integrity New Homes South Coast, welcomed the addition: “Jason is one of the foremost authorities on
landscaping in Australia, operating to the same high standards that the team at Integrity holds itself to.”

“I am confident this partnership will add even more value to Integrity’s offerings and ensure that each client walks away with an outstanding home
and garden.”

As the leading expert in custom home construction and house and land packages, Integrity New Homes South Coast are well-placed to bring every
Illawarra and South Coast resident’s dream home to life. The family business combines the innovative design of an architect with the systems, service,
quality and price benefits of a volume builder, resulting in a package that’s hard to refuse.

Mark and his team are specialists in sloping or challenging sites and champions of sustainability, meaning that no matter the block, they can create
something that takes full advantage of the space and is kind to the environment.

“Our expert team of carpenters and contractors work with a professional in-house Home Design team across all types of construction, including
standard plans, custom designs and house and land packages,” said Mark.

“This means we can create a home that suits every client’s lifestyle and budget.”
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